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Numbers less than or equal to
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Reading

Math

*RL.K.7 With prompting and support, describe

*K.OA.1 Represent addition and subtraction,
in which all parts and whole of the problem
are within 10.
*K>OA.2 Solve addition and subtraction word
problems within 10 involving situations of
adding to, taking from, putting together, and
taking apart.

the relationship between illustrations and the
story in which they appear.
Lesson 14 Story Words and Pictures
Please make sure you are going over sight
words every night with your child!

Phonics ar and or
In Phonics, we are now working on combination ar and or. Examples of ar- star, bark,
and card. Examples of or- born, fork, and corn. Your child should know ALL their letters
and sounds. They should be on their way to recognizing and reading all sight words sent
home numerous times to study. We are only in school 2 days a week; therefore, they
need you to be working with them as well. They have decodable readers, that have been
sent home, they should be reading these to you every night.

Michael Heggerty
Letter Naming
Rhyme Recognition
Onset Fluency
Blending Onset-Rime
Identifying Final Sounds
Segmenting Onset-Rime
Substituting Phonemes
Adding Phonemes
Deleting Phonemes

Language Awareness

Sight Words
Your child should be going over every night and
be able to recognize and read these.
away am
all be
a
big
as can
a
go
at has

he like on to
and she
him little play will I for
have me red well you on
it my see yellow of up
in not the yes was with
is no two the said

were

Important Reminders!
Benchmark testing will be starting the week of February 22nd.
Whatever days your child is at home, they have assignments to be completed and virtual learning.
Assignments have to be turned in daily, or by due date that is posted. They are counted absent if
these assignments are not turned in when due!
Please make sure they are bringing their devices to class with them, fully charged!

